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Zimbra+

Email, contacts, calendar, tasks + documents, instant messaging and more.

Truly designed to work together
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Zimbra+
Zimbra+ offers all of the capabilities you would expect from an Email and Collaboration system designed for
and used by over 100m business people around the world + the ability to edit and manage your documents
in the cloud, communicate via instant messaging and more.











Email

Calendar

Tasks

Contacts

Documents

Hyper-Compatible.

Examples of how Zimbra+ can help

Zimbra+ boasts some of the best compatibility
in the business meaning you can edit a Microsoft

Shared address list.

Office document with Zimbra+ and the formatting

Keep your customers and suppliers in a single

will remain the same.

address list and easily share this with everyone in
your organisation.

Go Mobile.
Support for most major smartphones means your
office really is anywhere you are.

Shared company document store.
Store important company documents - quotes,
proposals, marketing materials in folders and
make these available for colleagues to download,

Priority Inbox.

and even edit if you choose.

Receive the important stuff done with Priority
Inbox. Priority Inbox inteligently filters out the

Stay in sync - wherever you are.

unimportant emails ensuring you receive only

Update a contact in Outlook and it will instantly

what you need to do right now. And don’t worry,

update on your iPhone. Send an email on any

your other emails are there for you to view when
you choose.

device and when you look in your sent items
on any other, that email will be there. Create a
document on your desktop and it will be available
for you to edit on your mobile.

Get Started Today...
Call 0207 183 1234 today to find out more.
A 30-day trial of Zimbra+ is also available.

Zimbra+ Features
Intuitive Email.



Innovative features such as
Conversation View, Priority Inbox,
Advanced Search, Filters, Tags and

Calendar.



With Zimbra Calendar you can create
calendar invites, track responses &
manage resources such as meeting

more help put you in charge of your

rooms and projectors without leacing

Inbox and take control of the daily

your email programme.

email deluge.
Contacts. Managed.
Document Storage.



Store your documents in your Zimbra
Briefcase and you’ll always have



Keep your contacts synced across
your devices preventing duplications
and ensuring you always have

access to them. You can even share

the correct, up-to-date contact

them with colleagues too.

information.

Documents. Online. Anywhere.



Create, edit and colaborate on
documents stored in the briefcase
with colleagues. Office Anywhere
means you can edit from your

Increasing your productivity.
•

your finger-tips.

browser, desktop, mobile or tablet.

•





chat platform to use company wide
using your same Zimbra login details.

Innovative features which save
you time.

Enterprise Chat.
Providing you a secure and powerful

Everything is integrated and at



•

Everything always in sync.

•

Work anywhere, anytime.

Go Mobile.

All completely Integrated.

Whether you use an iPhone, iPad,

Open your Word, Excel and

Android or Blackberry, it’s supported.
In fact even windows mobile is too.
All of your data, always at your



PowerPoint documents from the
briefcase and edit them without
leaving your email programme.

fingertips.

Get Started Today...
Call 0207 183 1234 today to find out more.
A 30-day trial of Zimbra+ is also available.

Zimbra+ Features


Collaborate.

Archiving.

Easily share any email or documents

Archive your emails and keep them

folder, calendar, address book,
documents or task list with



colleagues or customers.

for up to 10 years. Meaning you
never have to delete anything e.g.
you know you’ll have access to that
contract you signed some years ago.

Compliance Features.

Saving you money.
•

No server hardware or software



to buy.
•

ensure full control with:
1. Legal search + retention
2. Company wide disclaimer

Integrated features mean you no



Maintain legal compliance and

3. Email encryption

longer need to pay for separate
equipment or licences.
•

Increased efficiency and
productivity.

Trash Recovery.





with Zimbra you can manage them
across all of your devices, create

emptied the trash. You can easily
before it gets permanently deleted

Instant Search



tasks from an email and receive

Even with the largest mailboxes.
Save common searches as virtual
folders and tag your emails to
virtually file them making it really

reminders when they need to be

easy to find in the future.

done.



deleting an email even if you’ve
recover it yourself for up to 90 days

To-Dos. Done.
Your tasks are really important and

Don’t worry about accidentally

Guaranteed Delivery

Spam and Virus filtering

With 100% Guaranteed email delivery

Using industry leading filtering

we have an industry leading delivery
rate you can rely on backed by over
11 years experience managing email.



techniques, spam and viruses are
removed with almost zero false
positives. Meaning you get the email
you want without the need to sift
through all of that spam.

Get Started Today...
Call 0207 183 1234 today to find out more.
A 30-day trial of Zimbra+ is also available.

Our Promise
Expert Support.
When it comes to mission critical services such as email you need to be



dealing with experts. We are the experts.
When you call or email us you talk directly to email engineers. You’ll get
any issue solved quickly, accurately and usually first time.

UK based. Industrial Grade Systems and Security.
We host in world class UK Tier III, ISO 27001 certified data centers with



enterprise specification equipment. And with our 100% guaranteed
delivery SLA you can be assured you’ll always receive your email.
We’re obsessive about data security. Real time replication and backups
mean that for every 1GB of email we actually store 8GB.

Sell More



With up to date customer information at your finger-tips it’s easier than
ever to reguarly keep in touch with your customers. Plus 100% delivery
guaranteed means you’ll never miss an important customer enquiry. And a
decrease in spam will increase your productivity freeing you up to focus on
what you do best.

Trouble-free Migration.
Migrating your email to us will be a breeze - we’ll ensure everything



goes to plan.
And with zero downtime guaranteed and the ability to run in parallel to
test you’ll always know where you are and how everything works before
your full migration.

Get Started Today...
Call 0207 183 1234 today to find out more.
A 30-day trial of Zimbra+ is also available.
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Zimbra+
Call us today on 0207 183 1234 to find out more.
A 30-day trial is also available
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